DECKO

GET STARTED
The watch ships in a deep-sleep
mode to save battery life. To
wake it:
1.

2.

Turn the watch so the face points
down.
Repeatedly tap the side (3 or 9
o'clock) at least 8 times.

3.

Quickly flip the watch so the face
points up.

4.

Repeatedly tap the side until the
watch wakes up (8 or more times).

I INTERACTING
NTERACTING

taps

action

1|2

Increase brightness if
dimmed; reset inactivity
timeout

2

3

Display seconds and
increase inactivity timeout
to 3m43.13s

Time displays after doubletapping or turning the watch
into view.

ABOUT
Strap
Screws
Battery

SET
S E TTHE
T ITIME
ME
In time display mode, quickly
tapping 5 or 6 times enters
SET TIME mode.
1.
2.
3.

4.

Sleep the watch with turnto-wake gestures
temporarily disabled (only
a double-tap wakes watch)

5.

5|6

Enter SET TIME mode

6.

9 | 10

Enter ADVANCED mode

The display will blink once upon
entering SET TIME mode.
Tap once to unlock the mode.
The minute hand LED will blink
and then roll to the lowest edge
of the watch.
Tilt the watch face to roll the
minute forward or backward.
Roll the minute hand past 12
o'clock in the forwards or
backward direction to increment
or decrement the hour.
Hold the watch stable until the
minute hand blinks to indicate
the new time is set.

–
–
–

18mm NATO / ZULU
#000-120 1/8 inch
CR2025

Double-Tap
Lightly double-tap the side of the
watch at 3 or 9 o'clock

Turn-to-Wake
Turn the watch into a viewing
position (flat or slightly towards
you) from a position where the
watch face is not visible (i.e. face
down or 3, 9, 12 o'clock down).

Designed by:

Turn-to-wake can be disabled
temporarily using triple-tap or
indefinitely with advanced mode
#6.

USER GUIDE

In time display mode, quickly
tapping the side of the watch
does the following:

DISPLAY TIME

Terminus Electronics, LLC
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ADVANCED
AD
V A N C E D MODES
MODES
In time display mode, quickly
tapping 9 or 10 times enters
ADVANCED mode.
The watch displays a hexagon upon
entering ADVANCED mode.
Select the desired mode by tapping
the watch a specific number of times.
Each tap cycles a selection LED
around the hour-hands of the watch
indicating the mode to select.
After a brief pause, the selection LED
blinks to indicate the selected mode.
Exit any advanced mode with a
double-tap.

AD
V A N C E D MODES
MODES
ADVANCED
The advanced modes are:
mode description
1

Sparkle animation

2

Swirl animation

3

Roller ball

4

Light sensor

5

Battery voltage

6

Toggle wake gestures

7

Deep sleep mode

8

Toggle seconds always on

R EREPLACE
P L A C E BATTERY
BATTERY
The watch is powered by a
CR2025 coin-cell battery. To
replace:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Remove the 4 screws on the
watch face using a small flat head
screwdriver.
Remove the circuit watch face.
Remove the old battery using a
small tool that will not scratch
the circuit board (e.g. toothpick)
Insert a new battery with the
positive (+) side facing away from
the circuit board.
Place watch face back into the
case and align the 4 screw holes.
Insert and tighten the 4 screws.

DEEP SLEEP MODE
Deep-sleep the watch using
advanced mode #7.
In this mode, the 3 LEDs at 2, 6, and
10 o'clock activate as a warning.
Quickly tap 6 times to deep-sleep the
watch.
Once in deep-sleep, the watch is only
awoken via the steps outlined in
GETTING STARTED (i.e. 8 taps
upside down, then 8 taps facing up).

ANIMATIONS

LIGHT SENSOR

WAKE GESTURES

Advanced modes #1 and #2
display animations.

Light sensor mode is advanced
mode #4.

Mode #1 displays a sparkle
animation.

In this mode, a single LED appears
indicating the current ambient light
level on a scale of 1 to 60.

Wake gesture recognition can be
enabled or disabled in advanced
mode #6. If disabled, the watch
wakes only when double-tapped.

Mode #2 displays a swirl animation.

ROLLER BALL
Roller ball mode is advanced
mode #3.

NOTE: Overuse of this or other
advanced modes shortens the battery
life.

B ABATTERY
T T E R Y VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE

In this mode, a single LED responds
to wrist motion.

Battery voltage mode is
advanced mode #5.

NOTE: Overuse of these or other
advanced modes shortens the battery
life.

In this mode, a single LED shows the
battery voltage on a scale of
1 (low) to 60 (high).

LOW BATTERY

NOTES AND TIPS

A rapidly flashing minute hand
indicates a low battery.

TROUBLESHOOTING
If the watch is not waking via
double-taps or turn-to-wake, then the
battery may be dead or the watch
may have shorted due to water
exposure.
In any case, unscrew the face and
replace the battery. If the watch was
exposed to excessive water, let the
circuit board dry out for 24 hours
with the battery removed before
inserting the new battery.

The turn-to-wake and raise-to-wake
detection features work best with
smooth and deliberate wrist-arm
movement.
Battery life depends on usage. Use
triple-tap to sleep the watch with
wake gestures temporarily disabled in
situations where arm movement is
likely to wake the watch
inadvertently.
If shipping the watch, remove the
battery or enable DEEP SLEEP
MODE to save battery life.

In this mode, the wake gesture
activation status is shown as either
three LEDs centered at 12 o'clock
(enabled) or a single led at 6 o'clock
(disabled).
To disable wake gestures, turn the
watch inward so 6 o'clock points
down. An LED appears at 6 o'clock
indicating gestures are disabled.
To enable wake gestures, turn the
watch outward so 12 o'clock points
down. Three LEDs appear at 12
o'clock indicating gestures are
enabled.

ADDITIONAL INFO
For additional information, please
visit http://decko.us

